



On the Chinese translation of the Japanese forms “teiru”
Chunyu HUANG*
Abstract
“teiru” can be followed by an action verb or a change verb to indicate the continuation of the 
state,. Therefore, “Zhe” can only be followed by a verb with continuous meaning, the sentence 「 雪 が
10センチは降っている」can not be translated into " ～ Zhe " . As for these mistranslations caused by the 
lack of understanding of the term, this paper, on the basis of a full analysis of the differences between 
Japanese and Chinese tense and aspect expressions, makes an exposition in order to provide reference 
for teaching translation.
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烧死我们！”居民和士兵都慌忙地站了起来．     
（筆者訳）
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　　　´你带雨伞了吗？  -------  带了．
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